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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRON TRANSFER:
CHARGE SEPARATION, LONG DISTANCES, SOLVENT DYNAMICS,
AND FREE ENERGY ASPECTS

R. A. Marcus
Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics
C ornia Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91125
United States

ABSTRACT. Several topics in electron transfers are discussed, including
the charge separation in a bacterial photosynthetic reaction center, long
range electron transfers, solvent dynamical effects in electron transfer, and
free energy aspects of these reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies in electron transfers now Include a fwde range of topics. In the
present paper several of these are considered: (i) the high efficiency and
rates for the photo-induced charge separation in the early reaction steps in
bacterial photosynthesis, (ii) long range electron transfers, (iii) solvent
dynamics in intramolecular and other electron transfers, and (iv) free
energy aspects of these reactions. Extensive references to the relevant
Iterature have been gven In Refs. 1-4.

We first recall that an expression for an electron transfer rate
constant k. is given byl

A#=Aap(-G/RT),, (la)

where the free energy barrier of reaction AGeQ is

AG0 (1+A&G14k (Ib)

and where any work terms in the bimolecular case have been omitted from
eq. lb for notational brevity. The value of A in eq. Ia depends on whether
the reaction is intramolecular or bimolecular, and whether it is adiabatic,
nonadiabatic or inbetween;1 A is the sum of a vibrational 1, and of an
environmental )A (e.g., solvent or protein) term X = X + ), and is
exp.resible in terims of the various properties oithe reactani and of the
medium; AG" is the "standard" free energy of the reaction step in the
prevailing medium. When AG - - , the reaction becomes barrierless,



while when -&G" A- A the reaction is said to be in the inverted region., In
the unusual uituation where the motion of the dielectric becomes very
sluggish the rate constant can depend not only on k, but also on a dielectric
relaxation time, as discussc d in Sec. 3.

2. PHOTOSYNT TI CHARGE TRANSFER

The phot thetic charge transfer system is remarkably efficient.
Once the scialhacterial chlorophyll pair (BChl) receives its electronic
excitation from the antenn chlorophyls, it transers its electron to a
pheophytin BPh some 9-10A away (ege-to-edge distance)P in the strikingly
short time of 2.8 picoseconds., The electron then transfers from the BPh-
to a quinone Q in the next 200 picoseconds. The back electron transfer to
BChl from Q- or BPh- is relatively slow.A Thus, nature has succeeded in
setting up a rapid and efficient charge separation across the membrane
containing this composite system.

Thisbehavior has been the subject of many experiments and
discussions.s One of the questions which &rise concern the role played by a
nearby bacteriochlorophyll molecule BChl. This molecule does not quite lie
between the special pair BChl2 and the pheophytin BPh, but it is close. The
structures and the various distances involved are now known from recent
crystallogarphic studieLs A second question which arises concerns the
slowness of the back electron transfer from the BPh - to the BChl2, which,
were it rapid would destroy the possibility of an efficient charge separation.
* We onsider both of these next.

2.1. Role of BChl in the charge separation

There are several possibilities for the role of the monomeric BChl in
the charge separation: it may serve as a bridge for the electron transfer
from the special pair to tLe pheophytin (superexchange mechanism) or
serve, instead, as an actual intermediate BChl-. We discussed these
posbilties in a recent article.2 Magnetic field data show that the
interaction between BChl2, and BPh- Is extremely weak (--10 G), a weak
interaction which is in marked contrast to the fast rate of electron transfer
from the excited BChlI2 to BPh2. We estimated in Ref. 2 that the resulting
superexchange mechanism for a transfer from BChl2* to BPh via the BChl
was too Slow by a large factor, perhaps as much as 1000, to account for the
experimentally observed fast rate of loss of an electron from BCbI2'. A
mechanism involving BChl- as an intermediate appear, instead and thus
far, to be consistent with th-n data.' Detection of BChl - itself would be
desirable, but the detectability depends on the relative rate constants for
formation and destruction of ICh[-. This point was further discussed in
Ref. 3. A third possibility is the direct transfer from BChl2* to BPh, i.e., no
role for the BChl. In virtue of the distances involved, considered later in
See. 3 together with available data on the distance dependence of long range
electron transfers, this third possibility can, we believe, be ruled out,
because the observed electron transfer rate is so high (See. 3).



2.2. Role of the high -AG of the back reaction

The extreme rapidity of forming BPh- by electron transfer from
BChI2", a wen though the drivinq force, the - AG°, of this reaction appears to
be relati ely small, indicates (via eq. 1) that the reorganization term ) for
the reation is also small, both for BChl2" -* BChl and the BChl -, BPh
electron sfers.2 It may be -0.1 to -0.2 eV. On the other hand, the
driving f rce for a back reaction from BPh- to reform a ground state BChI2
molecule *s large (-1.2 eV),5 thus placing this reaction very much in the
"inverted region and hence reducing its rate;1 indeed, it would be so deep in
the inver •d region that quantum vibrational effects could well be
importan and eq. lb would be replaced by the appropriate quantum
expressio I1

Sin reformation of an excited singlet BChl2 in the back reaction
may be scimewhat uphill, in terms of free energy, and since re-reaction (-3
ps) is mu faster than fluorescence (nanoseconds), this second possible
path fore ectron transfer from BPh- also does not effectively compete with
electron or from BPh- to Q (-200 ps). The remaining avenue for the
back rea *on is the formation of a triplet state BChl2*T, but it, too, because
of the ne for spin iiterconversion requires nanoseconds.6&

The e.nvronment of these pigments BChl2, BChl and BPh is largely
hydropho ic,7 leading to only a small environmental ). The structures of
the relevI treactants (porphyrinbases or porphyrn omplexes with Mg2 +)
presuma ly lead to a small vibrational ki, since X itself is small. A small
vibration 1i would be due, in part, to the porphyrin rings not undergoing
signific t changes in bond lengths upon gaining or losing an electron, the
rings the Ives being large, and to any metal7-lgand bonds not
undergoi g any significant changes in bond length: the Mg in the BChl 2
and BChl remains in the some oxidation state Mhg2 + throughout.

Thi small X, coupled with the large negative AG" for the back
reaction, places that reaction in the "inverted region", we have concluded
above, anI so provides a barrier to this potentially best path for this
unwante back reaction.

In sammary, the main ingredients in this efficient nature-made
charge sep ration system appear to be, in the initial steps, reactants which
have a small X (hydrophobic environment, no major changes in metal-
I gand bond lengs or in the bond lengths in the large hgands themselves),
pus sevei al slig ty downhill steps across the membrane, followed by a

more dow ihill one forming a distant semiquinone Q-.

3. LO G RANGE ELECTRON TRANSFER

Info ation on long range electron transfer is now becoming available
from sev el sources. These include the work of Miller and coworkers, and
of Khai t.inov et al., in frozen jlasses and the work of Kuhn and
coworkers and others on conduction through surface monolayers (and
multilayers).@ A typical exponent 03 for the slependence of electron transfer
rate on distance (-exp [ -Pr ) is about 1.1 A-'.$ The literature was
surveyed in 1985.1 Since then, information has become available from



sources. Preliminary measurements by Gray et al. of long-range electron
transfer between an electronically-excited zinc porphyrin ZnP*T and
various singly ruthenated (Ru3 +) proteiis consisting of zinc-iron hybrid
myoglobin, indicate a 0 of about 1 to 1.4 A-1.9 The edge-to-edge distances
involved varied from 14.5 to 22 A..

Intramolecular electron transfer has been studied by Hush, Paddon-
Row, Verhoeven and coworkerso, l for a series of molecules whose pair of
reactants are separated by rigid saturated hydrocarbon bridges of various
lengths. In one study the latter was varied from 11.4 to 14.9 A in direct
straight line distancqs.1i From these data, I estimate a A3 of somewhere
between 1.2 and 1.4 A-. Because of the curved nature of these bridges,"i it
is not cleaw whether this transfer itself is through the solv,!nt medium or
"through bond". Regardless, an interesting feature of the results is that
this saturated hydrocarbon bridge does not provide a path for electron
transfer easier than the intervening solvent molecules in the experiments
of Miller and others; P3 is about the same. Work by Jsied et al.12 on an Osl-
(isoproline). -Corll system *ndicated a P of about 2 A-'. The exponent 1 is
expected to depend somewhat on the system, and this dependence has been
studied.1S

With information on 0 thereby available from a variety of sources we
can now consider the possibility of a direct transfer from the BChl2" to BPh
in Sec. 2, rather than the indirect one via BChl. The reaction is barrierless
and so, as we have noted elsewhere,..2 an approximate nonadiabatic
expression for the rate is readily deduced. re ratio of the rate constants
under these conditions is exp (0- Ar), where Ar is the difference of edge-to-
edge distances for the BChl2 -BChl and the BChl2 - BPh pairs, namely
about 5 A.6 Using a P of 1.1 A,' the rate constant of the direct transfer to
BPh is expected to be about exp (-6.6) or about a factor of 10-3 slower than
that occurring via the BChl. The reaction time estimated for the BChl2 * to
BChl transfer, using the magnetic data for the interactiona, was close to the
observed value.2 Thus, a'direct transfer from BChl2" to BPh is much too
slow to account for the observed rate of electron transfer from BChI2*.2

By having, thereby, a series of intermediate sites between the BChl 2"
and the quinone Q, and a small A for the initial steps, BChl2' -. BChl

BPh, the charge separation across the membrane can occur rapidly. The
aphill reformation of BChl2", the spin-restricted reformation of BCh 2OT,
and the excessively downhill reformation of BChl2 ar? each relatively slow.

4. SOLVENT DYNAMICS AND ELECTRON TRANSFER

The rates of electron transfer in typical solvents and foi typical
reactions are largely dominated by the free energy barrier (eq. 1) arising
from the reorganization of the environment (solvent or, in the case of
reactions in a protein, the protein itself) and from any changes in bond
lengths or angles of the reactants.' However, under some circumstances the
sluggishness of the solvent motion itself can play a role, and there is some
recent experimental evidence for this in several cases,, as in the work of
Huppert and Kosower, Clark et al., and others.14



When the vibrational contribution Xj to X is negligible the reaction
coordinate involves purely the motion of the solvent molecules themselves.
There are viscous and "inertial" aspects to this solvent motion and under
appropriate circumstances they Nect the rate constant.3,4.14 When the free
energy barrier (the AG* in eq. 1) is negligible, and when the vibrational Xi
is also negligible relative to the solvational Xo, the reciprocal of the rate
constant is predicted to approximately equal the "constant charge"
dielectric relaxation time TL of the solvent.3.4,14 Indeed, this behavioris now
known to occur in a number of studies of photoinduced intramolecular
charge transfers in polar solvents.14

More generally, when ki = AG* = 0, the reciprocal of the electron
transfer rate constant is given approximately by C:1 5

h(1 + 5 (ki =AG.= o) (2a)

which reduces to. k, (eq. 1) when k. < <TL-1, and to TL when CL-1 .k.
The reaction coordinate contributing to the A in eq. 1, when ki = 0,
involves the inertial motion of the solvent dielectric polarization (for
reactants fixed in position).

When Xi is small but not entirely negligible we have, instead,3a,

v-k-+FrL(2b)

where F is a known function of the AG*/RT in eq. I and of Xi/Xo3 the ratio of
vibrational to solvational contributions to X.

At large TL, however, we found that in the case of a non-negligible X, a
new behavior': Instead of eq. 2, which for large enough TL yields T C EL, we
obtained4

. •=larger, t•,•,• 0) (3)

where a is some constant between 0 and 1; a approaches I when A /Xo A.- 0
and approaches 0 when Xj/Xo -. 1. C is a constant known, as was a, from a
numerical solution of the relevant reaction-polarization diffusion
differential equation.4

The field of solvent dynamics is predicted to display a richness in
another respect also. In a purely activation-controlled, i.e., a k. controlled
electron transfer reaction, the survival probability of a reactant should
decay exponentally with time, when the electron transfer is intramolecular
or when it occurs bimolecularly but between reactants fixed in position.
However, when TL becomes large and Xi/ X becomes non-negligible strong
deviations from this single-exponential behavior are predicted.4 Another
source of ususual time behavior can occur when there are significant
deviations from the Debye relaxation behavior.16

The question naturally arises whether any of these results on solvent
dynamics are relevant to electron transfers in protein systems. I am not
aware of any evidence, thus far, which requires the invoking of a slow



"solvent" dynamics for the early forward steps of the photosynthetic system
discussed earlier. Some conformational changes may arise in a back
reaction from Q- (this has been inferred indirectly17 from a complicated
temperature dependence of delayed fluorescence in samples containing Q-).
It may happen, too, that such changes are better treated by a kinetic scheme
than by a diffusive" (viscous) one.

5. FREE ENERGY ASPECTS

One key question which has been of interest involves the role of
energy versus free energy in the theoretical rate expressions. For example,
in two expressions which have been employed for the rate of a nonadiabatic
reaction in recent years a classical treatment of the solvent polarization and
a quantum treptment of the vibrational motion have been used.1S,19. The
tarti~n* point in these derivations was the "Golden Rule" for a radiationless

tranMstion, such as an electron transfer chemical reaction. One expression's
contains the energy of reaction rather than free energy of reaction in the
exponential (eq. 15 in Ref. 1). Such an expression is, however, typically
restricted to reactions for which there is zero entropy of reaction, AS* and
does not'provide a good description of the ion-solvent interactions. A more
general expression, which involves the free energy, has also been used (eq.
16 in Ref. I).i9 Recertly, it was derived from the same Golden Rule starting
point.20 By introducing general WKB rather than harmonic oscillator
expressions for the solvent wavefunctions, the assumption of AS* = 0 was
avoided and the more general expression obtained.20

A second aspect of this free energy description is also of interest.
Usually, in discussions of electron transfer reactions two intersecting
parabolic curves are drawn, one for the reactants plus environment and one
for the products., These profiles of the two potential energy surfaces are
introduced only for purposes of discussing the mechanism and are intended
to be purely pictorial. The two actual potential energy surfaces used in the
theory, when plotted along some of the coordinate axes - those describing
the orientational coordinates of the polar solvent molecules - are much more
complicated. (The vibrational potential energy function is nearly a
quadratic, though.)What has been assumed in the theory for the solvent
motion2l is not that the potential energy surface is quadratic but rather
that the solvation free energy of the entire ensemble of solvent molecules is
a quadratic function along the "reaction coordinate". This assumption,
which is the statistical mechanical counterpart of the dielectric polarization
being proportional to an external field, is much milder than assuming
harmonic potential energy surfaces. Recent evidence, based on molecular
calculations, has appeared for an approximate quadratic free energy
behavior for such systems, in the work of Warshel22 and of Calef and
Wolynes.23

The topic s considered in this paper concern three aspects of electron
transfer. Other aspects, such as orientation effects on electron transfer,24
reactions at various interfaces and micelles, relation of some of the concepts

I ý mo



to those in proton transfers, and relation to gas phase electron transfer

rates,25 are among the interesting ones being explored currently.
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